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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid”

Former president
heads Foundation
Editor’s Note: This is the first
article in a series of two articles
about Eastern’s Foundation
Board.
By ELLEN EARDLEY
Staff writer
Stan Rives, a former Eastern
president, was elected president
of Eastern’s Foundation Board of
Directors at a recent meeting.
The Foundation’s annual
meeting was held during Foundation Weekend on Eastern’s
campus Sept. 14.
Rives has served on the
Foundation since 1993 and was
Foundation vice president for the
1995-96 year. He replaces Ramona
Roberson, who served as Foundation president for two years.
The Foundation is a non-profit
corporate entity that raises funds

to support Eastern and its
students, but it is legally separate
from the university.
The Foundation “exists to
encourage and provide private
sector support to Eastern Illinois
University ... and to promote the
ideals of volunteerism and
philanthropy among alumni and
friends of the university,”
according to its mission statement.
Each year the Foundation
supports many Eastern student
scholarships.
“Our rule as a Foundation is to
raise money to support the
university and its students,” Rives
said.
Eastern’s Foundation is
governed by a nine-member board
of directors that is elected at an
annual meeting each year.
See FOUNDATION page 2

NAOKO KOJIMA/Staff photographer

Good doggie...
Roscoe, a 10-month-old black labrador retriever, gives back a stick to Caryll Applegate, sophomore
undecided major at Lake Land college, Tuesday afternoon near the campus pond.

City manager form of government
a growing trend in United States
Sixty percent of all U.S.
cities have a city manager
form of government
Editor’s note: This is the sixth article in a series
looking into the city manager form of government that
Charleston residents will have an opportunity to vote
on in November.
By BRITT CARSON
City editor

Sarah Wong/Associate photo editor
Dr. Roberto DeAnda, a professor of Sociology and Latino/Latina
Studies at the University of Illinois, speaks to more than 80 Eastern
faculty members and students Tuesday in the 1895 Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.

Latino speaker explains
underemployment rates
By SAM LAHNIERS
Staff writer
A Latino Heritage Celebration
speaker told students and faculty
Tuesday night there is a considerable difference between the
underemployment rates of Hispanic males compared to white
males in the Midwest.
Roberto DeAnda, a sociology

professor at the University of
Illinois in Urbana-Champaign,
shared his research results that
showed the underemployment rate
for Latinos has risen from 21
percent to 42 percent between the
early 1970s and the late 1980s.
Underemployment is a classification where employees are
underpaid, involuntarily part-time
See WORKSHOP page 2

The city of Rochelle joined a growing list of cities
and changed its form of government from the
commission form to the city manager form in 1994.
Robert Walker, the first city manager of Rochelle,
said the city made the transition between the two
forms easily.
“The transition went very well,” Walker said. “I
haven’t experienced any problems out of the
ordinary with the change. The public and employees
were very supportive of the change and made it go as
smoothly as possible.”
Thomas Christy, city manager of Collinsville, said

it is important that people understand the form of government to make the transition smoother.
“There are always some growing pains,” Christy
said. “It makes things a lot easier if people do their
homework and know what to expect. That makes the
transition period a lot easier.”
Collinsville changed from the commission form of
government to the city manager form of government
in 1991 and the first city manager only lasted one
year.
Christy said next city manager lasted three years
before Christy took office earlier this year.
“The government is pretty much established by
now,” Christy said. “I’m sure the first city manager
had several problems, but I haven’t had any.”
Walker said the Rochelle City Council passed a
referendum to formally change the form of
government to a city manager form in 1994. Walker
was hired as city manager in October of 1995.
This process is similar to the one the Charleston
City Council went through to put the referendum on
the November ballot. The only difference is that the
citizens of Charleston petitioned to have the change
put on the ballot and the Rochelle City Council
wrote the referendum itself.
See MANAGER page 2
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Student Government will have a voter registration table set up from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. today in conjuction with Voter Education
Day.
Students can regiter to vote for the Nov. 5 General Election in the walkway on the second floor of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Brian Anderson, student vice president for public affairs, said students should bring a picture ID in order to register.
Student Government's goal is to register 1,000 voters for Coles County by the Oct. 8 cut off day. It currently has registered
about 600 students.
Therese Leliczar, co-chair of Youth Vote ‘96, a national non-partisan coalition dedicated to increasing youth voter participation,
said hundreds of campuses across the nation will be participating in Voter Educational Day.
“We hope to register thousands of voters and inform students across the nation on the importance of voting in the 1996
election,” she said.

Parking Committee considering fine increases
By JACKIE BERNARD
Staff writer
Members of the University
Parking Committee Tuesday discussed increasing tickets for
some parking violations to $40.
Four categories of parking
tickets were raised from $20 to
$40 last semester – parking in a
15-minute zone, parking without
a permit and parking with an
expired permit or in a lot where
the permit is not valid – but
parking in the grass, in no-park-

MANAGER

ing zones and on the sidewalk
will still result in a $20 ticket.
“The increase in parking ticket prices has decreased the number of violators,” said Sgt. Ron
Osborne. “More people are now
parking in the grass and in noparking zones because the ticket
is decreased.”
Osborne suggested that all
tickets eventually be increased
to $40.
Student
Government
representative Nora Strong said
percentages of tickets issued in

those areas should first be surveyed to determine if there really is a need for the price
increase.
He explained that campus
police survey student lots twice
a week to determine where the
need is for more spaces.
“There are an average of 250
to 315 open spaces during the
day for students with a proper
permit,” Osborne said.
“The surveys are taken from
10 to 11 a.m. and again from 1
to 2 p.m.,” Osborne said. “When

the stadium lot is closed on
Thursdays we find a minimum
of 90 open student spaces and a
maximum of 200.”
Osborn said surveys on staff
parking lots are not taken regularly.
“When we survey staff parking we find not much over 20 to
30 spaces,” he said.
Osborne also suggested
allowing all students, regardless
of their year in school, to park
in any student lot at any time.
Strong said she will bring the

suggestion
to
Student
Government, but in the past the
Student Senate has voted against
the idea.
Larson said at the next meeting the parking committee will
discuss higher ticket prices,
parking lot options for students
and an additional driveway for
the International House.
The committee is made of
representatives from Student
Government, Faculty Senate,
Staff Senate, the Offices of
Business and Academic Affairs.

from page 1

Walker said he didn’t have any trouble
helping the city make the transition to the
city manager form of government.
“I have been a city manager for 30 years
and have been in a lot of different cities,”
Walker said. “It is more appealing for a lot
of people to be the first city manager and
the community has been very receptive.”
Walker said a lot more cities are changing over to or already have the city manager form of government.
According to Carol Zarr, the executive
director of the Illinois City Management
Association, 60 percent of all the cities in
the United States have a city manager form
of government.

FOUNDATION
At the Sept. 14 meeting, John
Laibel, a former Eastern dean, was
elected vice president of the
Foundation. Steve Grissom and
Margaret Hollowell kept their posts
as treasurer and secretary respectively.
The Foundation has traditionally
had 100 members, but in June the
members decided to increase their
size to 200 by adding about new 10
members a year, said Nancy Page
who is the assistant secretary for
the Foundation, an ex-officio member.
“A lot of the Foundation members are from Illinois, but some are
from all over the country. There are
many Eastern graduates,” Rives
said. “We’re going to increase the
size gradually.”
Ten new members were installed

“The city manager form of government
is the most dominant form of government
in most cities,” Walker said.
Curt Carver, city manager of
Carpentersvile, said it has had the city
manager form of government since 1967.
“I think that many cities with populations between 5,000 and 500,000 do have
the city manager form of government,”
Carver said. “The city manager form is a
more advanced form of organization and
more efficient in service delivery. The bigger cities like Chicago tend to use the mayoral system because there are more politics
involved.”
The duties of a city manager, if adopted

in the same fashion as Carpentersville and
Rochelle are outlined in a state statute.
“The description of my job as a city
manager and my duties, are described in
the Illinois State Statute,” Carver said. “In
some towns the city council passes an ordinance and creates a city administrator and
their duties vary from city to city.”
Carver said there are many advantages to
having a city manager.
“A city manager brings a degree of
professionalism and experience in dealing
with municipal affairs,” Carver said.
Walker said the system provides responsibility and accountability.
“A city manager provides responsibility

and separates the administrative affairs and
leaves the policy making affairs for the
elected officials,” Walker said.
Walker said an important quality for a
person to have as a city manager is adaptability.
“A person has to be able to adapt to a
community and carry out the policies they
want and meet everyone’s needs,” Walker
said.
Walker said the most difficult part of his
job is being patient and trying to make sure
everyone’s interests are being represented.
“My job deals with having a lot of
patience and persistence,” Walker said. “It
takes time to get things accomplished.”

from page 1
at the Sept. 14 annual meeting.
Rives said the Foundation will
continue to focus on planned giving in order to raise funds.
“What we try to do is to identify
major donors who are interested in
philanthropy and interested in
Eastern,” Rives said. “The major
philanthropic focus of the
Foundation has been planned giving. We are looking for folks who
are capable of making a commitment.”
At the annual meeting, the
Foundation announced its endowment has reached about $12.5 million and its assets total about $20.3
million.
“This represents good growth
and we’re pleased with that,” Rives
said.
Rives said the size of a universi-

ty’s endowment is one good measurement of the Foundation and the
university.
“We focus on endowment –
building and growing,” he said.
Rives knows about building and
growing. During his service as
Eastern president, several additions
were made to Eastern’s campus
including: the Student Recreation
Center, Regency Apartments that
later became University Court,
Greek Court and Lumpkin Hall.
Despite the growth in the campus during his term, Rives left the
university under the pressure of
having 53 percent of the Eastern
faculty vote no-confidence in his
performance as president.
A campus-wide referendum was
called for by the Faculty Senate in
April 1991 to vote on the universi-

ty community’s confidence in
Rives.
The referendum was based on
“unfair hiring practices, circumvention of affirmative action hiring
practices, obvious examples of
nepotism and cronyism, and disregarding complaints about injurious
management practices,” according
to an April 9, 1991 article in The
Daily Eastern News.
Many criticized Rives for supporting and for not taking action
against Verna Armstrong, a former
vice president for business affairs.
Armstrong had been under careful scrutinization for her office’s
hiring practices, particularly the
hiring of her son, Scott Walker.
The BOG had hired a private
investigator to study hiring practices at Eastern under Armstrong.

After the investigation was complete, the BOG met several times
with Rives to evaluate his presidential performance.
Rives announced his plans to
retire Dec. 30, 1991. BOG officials
have said that his resignation was
of his own accord. The resignation
was effective July 31, 1992.
Rives kept his residence in the
Charleston community after his
resignation.
Barbara Hill, who was then
Eastern’s provost, performed pertinent presidential duties until a new
president was selected.
David Jorns, who was selected
out of four finalists for the position,
was unanimously chosen Eastern’s
next president on Sept. 25, 1992.
His term began Jan. 1, 1993.

WORKSHOP

Hispanic men.
DeAnda also compared educational
statistics.
In DeAnda’s education comparison
between the whites and Hispanics, he said
underemployment rates are 36.9 percent
for Hispanics with 12 years of education
compared to 24.5 percent for whites.
The underemployment rate only drops
to 31.1 percent for Hispanics with more
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than 12 years of education, while the rate
for whites with more than 12 years of
education drops down to 15 percent.
“Unfortunately higher education does
not pay off for Hispanics as it does for
whites.” DeAnda said.
“A very young, poorly educated, blue
collar worker’s chances of underemployment are very high, while older, higher
educated, white collar worker’s chances

of underemployment are very low,” he
said.
DeAnda said the Mexican population is
very young compared to the white population. One out of every three people in
the Mexican population is under 15, he
added.
Mexicans under 19 have an underemployment rate of 86 percent compared to
78 percent of the whites.

Wants You as a Peer Educator

Billy The Panther

from page 1
time and have difficulties keeping a
steady job.
While the underemployment rate for
the Hispanics rose to 42 percent, the
white underemployment rate never rose
more than 20 percent, he said.
DeAnda said racial discrimination,
recession, age, education, and labor market experience are the main reasons for
the high level of underemployment of

Come find out how!
TONIGHT
Consider :
8:00 p.m
Greenup Room,
MLK Union
3rd Floor, East Wing

• What is Peer Education
• Why you should be a Peer Educator
• Expectations & Requirements of
certified Peer Educators

This course will focus on communications,
presenting techniques, substance abuse, sexuality, &
health-related resources
For more information call the Health Education Resource Center 581-7015
Sponsored by the EIU Health Services Health Education Resource
Center & the Department of Health Studies
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Bar owners follow
training progrms
Editors Note: This is the first in
a two-part series that discusses
the training local bartenders
receive.
By KURTIS HERMES
Staff writer

SARAH WONG/Associate photo editor

Let’s make a deal
Rick Webb, a representative from Equitable, talks to Lisa Dallas, a factory member of Academic Computing,
about what health benefits the company can offer her while Vernon Patterson, also a representative from
Equitable, pulls information from the computer during the Benefit Affair Tuesday in the Grand Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

Suspects in newspaper heist
to appear before Judicial Affairs
By DENISE RENFRO
Campus editor
Campus Police said Tuesday
two female suspects have been
identified in connection with the
theft of 8,000 copies of The
Daily Eastern News.
“Both students told police that
they didn’t want others to read a
certain article that day, so they
gathered up as many copies as they
could find and threw them away,”
according to a police report.
The newspapers were taken
sometime between 8 and 8:50
a.m. Sept. 24 from major dropoff sites throughout campus.
“Two students, one senior and
one sophomore – both females,
are being referred by the
University Police Department to
Judicial Affairs for possible disciplinary action for their alleged

involvement in the theft of the
papers,” said Keith Kohanzo,
director of Judicial Affairs.
One of the suspects told The
News she was upset that her
name appeared in the police blotter in Tuesday’s edition of The
News for retail theft at Wal-Mart.
The suspect said she is not
sure when she has to meet with
Judicial Affairs to discuss possible sanctions.
The second suspect declined
comment Tuesday evening.
“It’s not been proven that I’ve
taken any papers,” she said. “I
haven’t even been put in front of
Judicial Board yet.”
However, the suspect told The
News she is not sure why she
took the newspapers.
“I don’t know, I just did it. I
don’t know,” she said.
The suspect said she was not

aware that stealing the paper
would have such ramifications.
“The students were cooperative when questioned by police,”
Kohanzo said. “No criminal
charges have been filed – they
have been deferred.”
The students can either accept
the university imposed sanctions
or opt for a judicial hearing.
“If the students opt for a hearing then it goes to University
Judicial Board,” Kohanzo said.
University Judicial Board
consists of students and faculty
that hear more severe cases than
Student Judicial Board.
Judicial Affairs will determine the appropriate punishment
in the case.
Full restitution for the costs to
reprint the stolen copies will be
paid by the guilty parties, the
report said.

Corrections
Reagan Branham’s Sept. 30 column, “Visions of crime-free campus are shattered,” incorrectly stated two incidents of sexual assault happened on Eastern’s campus. These incidents did not take place on campus; they happened within the city’s jurisdiction. The News regrets the error.

Although a city ordinance
imposes Charleston bar owners
to certify their bartenders and
liquor servers when they serve
alcohol, the ordinance leaves
the decision of which training
program to use to the bar owner.
The ordinance mandates that
at least one individual who has
been certified under an Illinois
Liquor Commission’s Beverage
Alcohol Server Seller Education
Training approved program
must be present during the business hours of operation.
BASSET mandates that all
alcohol server training programs
must include a person for recognized alcohol server certification. Training programs are
licensed by the Illinois
Department of Alcoholism and
Substance Abuse after meeting
BASSET standards.
Response from Charleston
taverns varied about the different benefits of alcohol server
training programs.
Don Yost, owner of Stix,
1412 Fourth St., said Tom
Weber, the general manager, is a
certified Training and Intervention Procedures for Servers
trainer and provides an on-going
training service for Stix. Stix
has 10 TIPS certified servers
and bartenders, not including
the trainer.
TIPS is a national program
that began in Washington D.C.
out of the Health Communication Department.
“We believe in our program
very strongly and we do everything that we can to basically
train our people,” Yost said.
“We have been involved in the
TIPS program for quite some
time and really believe that’s
the way to go.”
The two day comprehensive
TIPS program was one of the
first to be BASSET approved to
certify bartenders and servers.

Shannon Sherwood, owner of
Friends & Co., and her brother,
Scott Sherwood, manager of
Friends & Co., are also TIPS
certified.
“We took the TIPS program
together and subscribe to the
techniques that were given to
us,” said Scott Sherwood.
“Either myself or my sister are
on the premises at all times as
the law requires.”
Sherwood said the restaurant
also holds several additional
programs on alcohol for their
employees.
“Beyond the approved certification program, we have inhouse training at a couple of
intervals during the year to alleviate or preclude any potential
problems that could develop,”
Sherwood said.
“We don’t have much of a
problem with it here because
we’re less of a college bar than
some others.”
Recently a new option for
certification, the Alcohol Server
Training Workshop has been
presented as an effective alternate for local bars using the
TIPServers program.
“We recently received information about the (AST Workshop) program and are seriously
considering the program for our
next training,” said Rodney
Fair, assistant general manager
at E.L. Krackers.
“The program looks to be a
little more cost effective than
the TIPS program and just as
good of a program.”
The rate per person for the
AST Workshop is $10 for
groups of 15 to 20, $15 for
groups of 10 to 15 and $20 for
groups of 5 to 10.
The TIPS program has an
average start of about $25 per
person, due to a flat testing fee
for certification of $12.
BASSET has approved other
alcohol server training programs
besides the AST Workshop and
the TIPS program to certify bartenders and liquor servers.
Mother’s, Marty’s, Stu’s, and
Ted’s declined to comment on
the various alcohol server training programs.
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Studying abroad is
a way to experience
foreign cultures
The CAA Thursday approved the proposal
that requires university honors students to study
in a non-English speaking country for one
semester.
Some honors students say they shouldn't be
required to study abroad for one semester and
cite valid excuses such as being involved in
other activities or personal inhibitions.
But they have overlooked the main point of
the program – to learn,
first-hand, about another
culture in a foreign country.
And nobody can deny that such an experience is not worthwhile.
Our culture is supposed to be a melting pot
where people of all nationalities can feel free to
practice their customs and traditions. But how
can this concept really work if we aren't
exposed to these cultures?
Studying in a foreign country gives students
that chance.
It is also beneficial for the student transition
into life after college, life outside of Charleston.
As business becomes more globally competitive, future employees will be expected to travel internationally, or at the very least work with
employees from other countries.
What a better way to get exposure to this,
and for such a cheap price?
Honors students will pay Eastern tuition but
study at a school in France, Belgium or
Mexico.
That in itself is an opportunity that many students would jump at.
Sure, mandating that honors students study
abroad one semester during their college career
may reduce enrollment in the University
Honors Program.
Some students may drop out and other students who are considering joining the program
may change their minds.
But that is a chance the honors program and
Eastern President David Jorns, who has 10 days
to reject the proposal, will have to take to make
this good proposal work for honors students.
Honors students are in the excelled academic
program for more, for more intense studies, and
studying abroad is an opportunity they need.

Gentlemen, if you’re ever
asked for a kiss... make it a
Hershey’s.
When I was a first grader,
girls were nothing but trouble.
They were show-offs, tattle-tails
and cry babies. I can recall aiming at the girls with the longest
pony-tails with my “infra-red,” OMAR HEADEN
before chasing them around the Regular columnist
playground for the duration of
recess. Thank God that was
more than 15 years ago, because
by today’s standards of political correctness... I could
have been charged with sexual harassment!
A six-year-old North Carolina first grader, who kissed
a female classmate on the cheek, recently was charged
with sexual harassment –under his school’s rules of student conduct. According to the Oct. 7 issue of Time
Magazine, Jonathan Prevette obliged a female classmate
with a kiss on the cheek before he was caught by a
teacher.
After the female student complained, Prevette was
said to have broken school rules against sexual harassment and was “barred from his class for a day, causing
him to miss coloring, play time and an ice cream party.”
Later, school officials backed down by saying Prevette
“only violated a general school rule which prohibits
unwarranted and unwelcome touching of one student by
another.”
But today, Prevette’s story has been featured in the
Chicago Tribune, the London Times, Time Magazine,
and on the Today show. Out of all of the national news
thirsting for press coverage, the story of an alleged 6year-old sexual harasser who kissed a classmate on the
cheek, clouds “the medium.”
Sexual harassment is indeed a serious offense; not to
mention a very pertinent issue that is finally being
addressed legally. Improved interpretations of “inappropriate behavior” is one of the new caffeines running

within the bloodstream of
Americans. But have some
indulged in so much of this
“wake-up” call that they themselves are sleeping with their
eyes open?
I think so.
According to an article in the
Chicago Tribune, one of Prevette’s school administrators
said that kissing among 6-yearolds is inappropriate behavior.
At age six, more than half of
the activities children engage in can and will continue to
be deemed inappropriate; for they are only children.
I agree that in this fast-paced modern world children
are growing up faster, and in some instances ... too fast.
But there was no evidence that Prevette had any ill
intentions in his “kiss of death.” There was a story last
spring featuring a Chicago youth that pushed a youngster
out of the window of an apartment building because he
wouldn’t steal candy for him. This is an example of a
child committing an adult crime.
Prevette should have been given a slap on the wrist
and sent home with a note pinned to his shirt – like when
I attended elementary school. Today, children can’t be
children and society’s “standards” are getting entirely
too complex.
I’ve played cops and robbers, but how does a 6-yearold boy handle being teased as a criminal by his peers?
What goes through a 6-year-old’s mind when his elementary school has to be evacuated after a bomb threat
that prompted his parents to “urge people to please keep
supporting ... but only in positive ways?” How can such
an event lead to $100,000 being offered to Prevette’s
parents for the movie rights?
As Don King might say, “Only in America!”

“Prevette
should have
been given a
slap on the
wrist and sent
home with a
note pinned to
his shirt ... ”

–Omar Headen is editor in chief for Minority Today
and a regular columnist for The Daily Eastern News.

Editorial

“

today’s quote

A man should know something of his
own country, too, before he goes
abroad.
–Laurence Sterne
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All students welcome
to get involved with
multi-cultural activities
Dear editor:
The Multi-Cultural Student Union
is a student organization that Eastern
students should get involved in.
MCSU is dedicated to the task of
promoting cultural awareness, understanding differences, unity, community service and “creating an atmosphere of openness among all people
despite any physical, mental or social
discriminant.”
In the past, MCSU has held
forums on affirmative action, gender,
age and handicapped discrimination,
racism, interracial relationships and
the children of that union and even
alternative lifestyles. Fund raisers
have included bake sales, variety
shows and dances in the Union
Ballroom. Our service projects
include food, toy and clothing drives,
Habitat for Humanity, Haiti
Connection, volunteering in nursing

h e a r d .

E - m a i l

u s

your turn
homes and marches against discrimination and bigotry.
Many students have never heard of
our organization and those who have
assume that MCSU is a council composed of members of other student
unions such as the Black Student
Union, the Latin American Student
Organization, the Association of
International Students and the
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Allies Union.
We are not. We are, in fact, an individual organization and officially
recognized by the university. While
we appreciate any interaction with
other groups, we will make our presence known.
MCSU is an independent student
organization with the purpose of promoting cultural awareness and bringing about openness among different
people. We encourage students to get
involved with our organization. Our
weekly meetings take place at 6 p.m.
Tuesday in the Heritage Room of the
a t

Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union (located off the mezzanine
above the Sugar Shack). Please come
out for the great experience.

Ryan Hardin-Lorde
MCSU educational director

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News encourages letters to the editor concerning
local, state, national or international
issues.
Letters should be less than 350
words. For the letter to be printed, the
name of the author, the author ’s
address, telephone number, year in
school and current major must be
included. If necessary, letters will be
edited according to length and space
at the discretion of the editorial page
editor or editor in chief.
Anonymous letters will not be
printed.
If a letter has more than three
authors, only the names of the first
three will be printed.
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Faculty Senate reviews CAA to discuss honors chapter
University College plan
Phi Beta Kappa is recognized around the world as
By ERIN BARBER
Staff writer

By CHUCK BURKE
Staff writer

broader brush than perhaps it
should be,” said Gary Foster,
senate member.
The senate decided to try to
fix the Counseling Center issue
instead of negating the entire
University College proposal,
said Gail Richard, senate chair.
“It’s a concept in a state of
flex,” Richard said. “We don’t
have a solid concept to present
to the faculty.”
Aside from the Counseling
Center, the senate expressed no
qualms with the University
College that the college’s organizers are not already addressing.
In other senate business:
■ Gail Lockart, associate
professor of education, and
Patrick Lenihan, professor of
economics, were elected in last
week’s Faculty Senate special
election to fill two temporary
senate seats.
Lockart opted to fill senate
member Jayne Ozier ’s seat
while she is on sabbatical next
semester. The senate seated
Lenihan replacing former senate member Anita Shelton who
resigned Aug. 20.
■ Eastern President David
Jorns shared the opinion of a
Sept. 17 senate motion disagreeing with the appointment
of interim administrative personnel without prior Faculty
Senate consultation, said James
Tidwell, senate member, in the
executive committee report.
The senate had made the
motion in after Jorns’ extended
acting Provost Terry Weidner’s
term to one year. Jorns did not
consult the senate before making the decision.

The Faculty Senate Tuesday
instigated a taskforce to examine the impact of the
Counseling Center’s reorganization under the proposed
University College.
No articulated report about
where the Counseling Center is
going has emerged, said Bill
Kirk, senate member.
“I envision this as a factfinding mission of interested
parties,” Kirk said.
The Counseling Center’s
involvement has sparked more
controversy than any other
University College issue since
the proposal was initially
pitched
last
semester.
Questions remain unanswered
regarding both professional
counselors’ qualifications and
the views of Eastern’s deans
and department chairs.
“It keeps creeping up like a
bad infection,” said Kirk. “And
we don’t have an antibiotic.”
Kirk and senate member
French Fraker will implement
the Counseling Center taskforce this week to discern the
center’s place in the University
College. They will work with
Charles Evans, assistant vice
president for academic affairs.
The senate opted to view the
Counseling Center and the
University College as separate
issues following the advice of a
memorandum submitted to the
senate by Mary Anne Hanner,
a member of the University
College taskforce.
“We’re kind of painting the
University College with a
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The Council on Academic
Affairs will decide Thursday
whether to continue submitting
applications to have a Phi Beta
Kappa chapter at Eastern.
CAA members will meet at 2
p.m. in the Arcola/Tuscola Room
in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
CAA
members
Frank
McCormick, who has submitted
the applications to Phi Beta
Kappa, will discuss with other
CAA members the importance in
working for affiliation with the
society, he said.
“Phi Beta Kappa is recognized
around the world as being an
emblem for excellence in undergraduate studies,” McCormick
said.
Phi Beta Kappa, which was
founded in 1776, is the first
national honor society in the
United States that only previously granted charters to private liberal art colleges that were
internationally renowned.

“

being an emblem for excellence in undergraduate
studies.”
–Frank McCormick
CAA member
Recently, Phi Beta Kappa has
shown its desire to grant charters
to the best regional universities
such as Eastern, though application is a long process with three
years between submissions, said
McCormick.
He said the fall of 1997 will
be the fifth time Eastern has
applied to have the chapter on
campus.
McCormick said Phi Beta
Kappa recognizes Eastern
because it has worked longer and
harder than any other state
school.
McCormick said he thinks the
university will be successful
because Phi Beta Kappa executive members are now familiar
with Eastern.

He said Dr. Douglas Foard,
executive secretary of Phi Beta
Kappa, visited the campus and
said he looked forward to coming back to grant Eastern’s charter and induct Phi Beta Kappa’s
former graduate, Gov. Jim Edgar,
into the new chapter.
Phi Beta Kappa is an organization open to students who have
completed 90 semester hours of
liberal arts course work. Then
only 10 percent of those students
with the highest grade point
averages are accepted.
McCormick said the society
would make the university more
attractive to students because it
would be one of only a handful
of Midwestern state schools to
have Phi Beta Kappa.

City council to sell old water tower
By BRITT CARSON
City editor
The city council Tuesday approved an ordinance to sell the old water tower for $10,000 to
The Pittsburgh Tank and Tower Co. Inc.
The council previously delayed voting on the
ordinance to determine whether they could still
use the old tower. The new tower is 100 feet from
the old water tower in Lafferty Park.
Mayor Dan Cougill said several engineering
firms looked into the possibility of using the old
tower but decided against keeping the old tower.
“We are at the point now where we can get
$10,000 for it and I think we should take it,”
Cougill said.
Cougill said the city started filling the new

tower Tuesday.
“We filled 50,000 gallons (Tuesday) and
checked for leaks and wells,” Cougill said.
“We took samples of the water to make sure it is
sterilized and will get the results sometime next
week. One week after we get the results and there
are no problems, we will turn the new tower on
and use the new water pressure for the city.”
In other council business:
■ The council approved an ordinance that allows
the mayor to apply for a grant for $23,000 to be
used to hire a full-time dispatcher for the police
department.
■ The council also passed an ordinance granting
Jeffrey and Karen Boshart, of 859 10th St., the
use of one foot of sideyard setback space to build
a garage.

Senate to discuss survey results
By MINDY BUYCK
Student government editor

Performance to honor
African-American leaders

most important issue on campus was, and if they
believed Student Government was adequately representing them. The questionnaire also asked students
what they thought about the campus recycling program
and what kind of changes could be made to both on
and off campus housing.
The senate also will approve a resolution to purchase letterhead and fund a group yearbook photo. The
senate should approve any expenditure for more than
$10 but hasn’t always done so in the past for supplies,
said Student Body President Jason Anselment. The
senate will be re-instating this practice to make themselves more accountable, Anselment said.
The senate also will be making appointments to the
parking commission, election commission and the
teacher education council.

The Student Senate will discuss the way the surveys
from the “Speak Your Mind” event will be tallied at
tonight’s meeting.
“Speak Your Mind” was held in the library quad on
Sept. 26. Students who filled out a survey received a
slice of pizza.
Each committee will take a question that pertains to
that committee, said senate member Jennifer Daulby.
“This is just so everyone who needs to read an
answer reads it,” Daulby said.
The survey asked students to describe their thoughts
about Student Government. Other questions on the survey asked students to indicate what they thought the

By ERIK LARSON
Staff writer
A one-man performance
commemorating famous African-American leaders will be
performed tonight to inform
the Eastern community about
multi-cultural societies.
“Can I Speak for you
Brother,” will be performed
by Phillip E. Walker at 8 p.m.
in the Grand Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Walker will perform dances
and dramas, tell stories, read
letters and speeches, recite
poetry and use puppets and
music to commemorate African-American leaders, such as
Fredrick Douglas, Malcolm X
and martin Luther King Jr.,
who committed their lives to
their people, said Paul
Mitchell, graduate adviser for
University Board.
Some of the pieces were
performed by these black
leaders and the others were

T.V. series reveals U.S, Cuba program
The fiasco was the subject of
an eight-part series shown on
Cuban television.
Memories of that setback
weighed heavily on the minds of
U.S. officials two years ago as
they considered ways to promote independent groups on the
island.
Those opposed to achieving
this goal by covert means cited
the dangers collaborators would
face if they were exposed, the
official said.
The first account of the
administration’s deliberations

WASHINGTON (AP) – The
Clinton administration seriously
considered a covert program to
try to nurture independent
groups in Cuba two years ago
but rejected the idea out of concern it might be uncovered, an
administration official said
Tuesday.
The concern stemmed partly
from a botched CIA operation in
the 1980s in which 10 Cubans
hired as informants actually
were double agents who had
retained their loyalty to the revolution, the official said.

on the issue appeared in
Tuesday’s editions of the Miami
Herald.
“We weren’t interested in any
kind of violent action,’’ the official said.
The goal was to create independent power centers, such as
labor unions, that, once established, could receive U.S. assistance openly.
Recognizing the potential
peril of independent groups, the
Cuban revolution has been
largely successful in rooting
them out.

composed in honor of them.
The performance should
give the audience a better feeling of having a multicultural
society, Mitchell said.
“The purpose of the play is
to break down cross-cultural
barriers that we have in our
society today,” Mitchell said.
Walker serves on the
National Association of Dramatic and Speech Arts Board.
He also is an adviser to WOJB
radio’s Teen Radio project.
This event is a production
of the African American
Drama Company, the nation’s
most extensively toured, privatelyowned black theater,
Walker said.
The one-act has been performed in 49 states within the
past 18 years, Walker said.
The play is sponsored by
Panhellenic Council, Interfraternity Council and the UB
Human Potential Committee.
Cost of admission is $1 for
students with ID and $3 for
the public.
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Blood drive collects 254 pints
By DAN KARNES
Staff writer
The American Red Cross
Blood Drive picked up considerably Tuesday after an unusually
slow first day of the drive.
Tuesday’s blood drive collected
a total of 254 pints, 98 more than
Monday’s drive and achieved of
their goal of 250 pints.
The blood drive fell 69 pints
short of the goal Monday, but 78
pints were collected in the first
hour on Tuesday.
The Red Cross serves approximately 1,200 pints per day to
more than 100 hospitals. The goal
of total pints collected for the
week is 1,175 pints.
“It has really picked up,” said
Dave Kline, donor services consultant for the American Red

Cross. “We’re thrilled. Now we
just need to keep this up for three
more days.”
Kline said in the past, during
the Persian Gulf War, he can
remember when the blood drive
received over 400 donors in a single day.
“I haven’t the slightest clue
why we had such an unusually
slow Monday,” Kline said.
“Eastern students have always
supported the program in the past
and I have a lot of confidence in
the students.
“After Monday we were really
concerned,” Kline said. “Then to
see all these students coming in
(Tuesday) makes all the difference.”
Kline said the blood drive is
providing Domino’s Pizza and
other refreshments for the donors.

The main focus of the area
blood collections, which is based
in the St. Louis region, is on
Eastern.
“This is a very big deal because
a major supply of blood is expected to be collected right here,”
Kline said. “All eyes are on EIU.”
He said the blood drives are
important for people who need
blood transfusions to live.
“I don’t think that some students really realize the importance here because they have
never been there,” Kline said.
“I’ve been there and seen it.”
Kline said he appreciated all
who have donated.
“These students are helping to
save lives, each and every one of
them,” Kline said. “They are giving of themselves no one else can
give.”

States may rule on right to die cases
WASHINGTON (AP) – The Supreme Court
agreed Tuesday to decide whether states may ban
doctor-assisted suicides, setting the stage for a
momentous ruling on the “right to die.’’
Six years after recognizing a constitutional right to
refuse lifesaving treatment, the court said it will
decide by July whether doctors can be barred from
actually giving life-ending drugs to mentally competent, terminally ill patients who no longer want to live.
Most states have such laws, but lower courts this
year struck down assisted-suicide bans imposed by
New York and Washington state.
By reviewing those two rulings, the justices are
expected to set national guidelines.
“This is one of those watershed legal issues that
will be out there until the nation’s highest court makes
a decision,’’ Washington Attorney General Christine
Gregoire said after learning of the court’s action.
Susan Dunshee, president of the Seattle-based
Compassion in Dying group that successfully challenged the Washington law, said the court now has
“an opportunity to benefit patients throughout the
country.’’ Jumping the gun on its 1996-97 term,
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which officially begins next week, the court also
granted review to several other cases.
The justices:
Agreed to decide in a Georgia case whether states
may require political candidates to pass a drug test.
Voted to decide whether Mississippi may continue
using the dual voter-registration system it adopted
when the federal Motor Voter law took effect last
year.
Said they will decide in a case from North Dakota
whether an Indian tribal court can preside over a lawsuit stemming from an on-reservation traffic accident
involving two non-Indians.

“torture chamber’’ and said the
outcome of the talks depended on
his receiving assurances on timber supplies and existing sawmills
in an Alaskan forest.
After acceding to the White
House demands to remove controversial items, the House last
week passed the scaled-back version 404-4. But Murkowski has
tried to restore language on the
Alaska forest and some nine other
provisions, including those affecting public lands in Virginia and
Colorado.
Sen. Barbara Boxer, a key
sponsor of the project for which
the bill is named – establishment
of a trust for restoring and preserving the Presidio, a former
army base, in San Francisco –
was helping advance the talks

between White House Chief of
Staff Leon Panetta and
Murkowski.
The bill has been two years in
the making and “we could see this
chance evaporate,’’ she said. “I
hope we do not.
Every one of these states is
counting on us.’’ The House has
in effect shut down after finishing
the 1997 spending bill last
Saturday, and Democrats warned
that it would be difficult to get the
House to go along with any further tinkering with the bill.
Murkowski, said Senate
Democratic leader Tom Daschle
of South Dakota, “will ultimately
have to make a choice ... I think
we have to take what we can get
and move on and build on it next
year.’’

MiddleEast leaders shake hands at summit
WASHINGTON (AP) – Amid tensions and suspicion inflamed by Mideast violence, Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat shook hands at a White House
summit Tuesday and held lengthy face-to-face
talks.
After three hours, the discussions recessed on a
cordial note, the White House said. The crisisshrouded meeting helped dispel a mood of mistrust
but did not resolve major differences, officials said.
The talks are to resume Wednesday.
“We’ve come a long way in the last three years,”
President Clinton said as he sought to build on a
1993 peace accord between the two sides. “No one
wants to turn back.” Netanyahu said they had come
together “to try to put the peace process back on
track” after last week’s violence left 76 people
dead. He said he was absolutely committed to the
1993 agreements, which include the promised redeployment of Israeli troops away from Arabs in the
West Bank town of Hebron.
However, Natan Sharansky, an Israeli cabinet

CO
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Senators divided on park, labor issues
WASHINGTON (AP) – With
their House colleagues long gone,
senators still divided over a parks
bill and a labor issue trudged
toward an end-of-week recess.
Much of Tuesday’s action was
behind the scenes, as lawmakers
negotiated with the White House
on a federal parks bill affecting
lands in 41 states.
The bill is widely popular
among lawmakers seeking to win
projects for their states and districts but has been held up as
Republicans try to restore projects
that the White House had insisted
be scrapped.
Sen. Frank Murkowski, RAlaska, chairman of the Senate
Energy and Natural Resources
Committee, compared the dealings with the White House to a

NO

officer, said Israel had rejected as impossible an
American request for a specific date for the troop
pullback. “We say to commit oneself to a date is to
create a built-in possibility of the talks breaking
down,” Sharanksy said.
Further, Sharansky said Israel would not reverse
Netanyahu’s opening last week of a second
entrance to a tunnel that winds around the Temple
Mount in Jerusalem, which has shrines sacred to
Muslims and Jews. The opening triggered the worst
gun battles between Palestinians and Israelis since
the 1967 Mideast war.
The White House said the Netanyahu-Arafat
talks went “a long way towards re-establishing that
notion of trust that must exist between the parties.”
Still, presidential spokesman Mike McCurry said,
“We are at a very, very difficult moment. We are
still at that moment.” It was only the second meeting between Netanyahu and Arafat.
They talked in the presidential library under a
portrait of George Washington. For 45 minutes
they were alone.
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Announcements

NEED CASH? WE BUY cd’s,
tapes, video games. Music
Exchange. 234-3668
_______________________12/9
AVAIL/HIRING FT./PT. HAB
AIDES @ $6.80 to $8.61, & 20
cents raise after 90 days. Also
hiring activity aides, programmers, cooks, dishwashers, &
laundry aides @ $5.50 to $6.76.
Flexible hrs. Health/Life ins. +
exe. ben. for FT positions. Apply
at 738 18th St. Chas. E.O.E.
_______________________12/6
MAKE UP TO $1,000 IN ONE
WEEK! Motivated Student organizations (Fraternities, Sororities,
ect.) Needed for marketing project. Call Larry at 1-800-3579009.
_______________________10/2
NATIONAL PARKS HIRINGPositions are now available at
National Parks, Forests & Wildlife
Preserves. Excellent benefits +
bonuses! Call 1-206-971-3620
ext. N56387.
______________________10/11
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRINGEarn up to $2,000+/month working on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies.
World
travel.
Seasonal & full-time employment
available. No experience necessary. For more information call 1206-971-3550 ext. C57387.
______________________10/11
PIZZA MAKER WANTED PART
TIME, apply in person after 4
p.m., Pagliai’s Pizza 1600
Lincoln, Charleston.
_______________________10/4
CARING, RESPONSIBLE INDIVIDUALS NEEDED TO WORK
WITH ADULTS WITH DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES IN A
GROUP HOME SETTING.
Qualified applicants would work
3-4 evenings/week from 3-9:30
some weekend work also available. Those majoring in Special
Ed, Psychology, TR, Education,
or related fields may wish to take
this opportunity to gain experience along with their degree.
Apply in person at Alpha House
after 3:00. 1701 18th. Charleston.
_______________________10/3
PAINTERS WANTED Experience
necessary. Great pay. Full or Part
time. Call ACP Now! 1(800) 6266267
______________________10/12
CHRISTMAS IS COMIING AVON
HAS LOTS OF GIFTABLES. Earn
extra money now. 345-4197.
______________________10/31
FREE TRIPS & CASH! Sell SKI &
SPRING BREAK beach trips.
Hottest places & coolest spaces.
Call immediately Student
Express, Inc. 1-800-SURFS-UP
_______________________10/4
CHARLESTON COUNTRY CLUB
Now hiring dishwashers. Flexible
hours. $4.85/hour. Call 345-6603.
Ask for Kimberly.
_______________________10/3

SPRING BREAK ‘97 EARN
CASH! HIGHEST COMMISSIONS.
TRAVEL
FREE
ON......ONLY 13 SALES!!!
JAMAICA, CANCUN, BAHAMAS,
FLORIDA, PADRE FREE INFO
PACKET! CALL SUNSPLASH 1800-426-7710
WWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS.COM
_______________________10/9
SPRING BREAK ‘97. LOWEST
PRICES
TO
FLORIDA,
JAMAICA, CANCUN, BAHAMAS,
& CARNIVAL CRUISES. HIRING
CAMPUS REPS. ENDLESS
SUMMER TOURS. 1-800-2347007
_______________________12/9

WANTED UPPER-CLASSMAN
OR GRADUATE, female nonsmoker to share a 2 bedroom furnished apartment. McArthur
Manor 345-2231.
_______________________12/9
ATTN. COLLEGE STUDENTS-3
BDRM APT, fully furnished, pool,
hot tub, laundry facilities. Call
now. 345-5022.
_______________________10/2

LARGE PIZZA SINGLE ITEM
AND THIN CRUST $7.95 + tax.
Just ask for it. Pagliai’s Pizza
345-3400 free delivery available.
_______________________10/4
NO TIME FOR LAUNDRY? CALL
DONNA!! 345-3454 GET OUR 15
POUND BAG SPECIAL.
______________________10/11
TOKENS ANNUAL SIDEWALK
SALE! TUES. AND WED. ONLY!
$25,000 T-SHIRT AND SWEATSHIRT LIQUIDATION!
_______________________10/2
CARISSA BARR OF AST- get
excited for Thursday night. Your
mommy’s watching you!
_______________________10/2
JEN POLKOW OF ASTCongrats on being elected first
VP elect of rush. Your roomies
are proud of you!
_______________________10/2
HEY GIRLY, have I ever told you
that I think you are beautiful?
Thump?
_______________________10/2
TERESA PANTOJA OF AST- get
excited for Thursday night. Your
mommy’s watching you. Tau love,
Mom!
_______________________10/2
TRACI CASTLE OF AST: I’ve got
an eye on my baby gator! Get
excited for Thursday- it’s going to
be fun! Tau love, Mom
_______________________10/2
SIG PI’S- can’t wait to see you all
tonight at the function. Love,
Quincy
_______________________10/2
BRUCE GIBSON AND MATT
SMITH OF SIGMA CHI: Thanks
for being awesome coaches for
Derby Days 1996! You guys were
the greatest! Love- The Sig Kaps
_______________________10/2
CINDY ECKERTY OF SIGMA
KAPPA: Congratulations on getting lavaliered to Jeff Hart of Pi
Kappa Alpha! Your sisters are
excited for you!
_______________________10/2
WATCH YOUR BLINKERS,
LINDA NOVAK IS 21. Happy
Birthday! Love, your idiot roommates
_______________________10/2
TRISHA OLIVER OF ASA: Keep
up the great work. I’m so glad to
have you as a greek sis. You’re a
great pearl. Your big bro
_______________________10/2
MEGAN MCGUIRE OF PHI
SIGMA SIGMA: Keep up the
great work, you’re a perfect little
sis, Your big bro
_______________________10/2
CONGRATULATIONS LAMBDA
CHI ALPHA on winning Sigma
Kappa Sandblast!
_______________________10/2
KELLI KUHL OF SIGMA KAPPAYou are my favorite Triple F!
Love,Me
_______________________10/2
DELTA CHI SANDBLAST PLAYERS- Congrats on taking third.
You are amazing! Love, Lisa
_______________________10/2

WENDY LUTHARDT OF AST:
Your mom is watching you. Can’t
wait to meet you Thursday
_______________________10/2
TERRY TANSEM OF AST: Your
mom can’t wait to meet you on
Thursday.
_______________________10/2
ERIN WESLEY OF ASA: I know
we had a great time last weekend. Don’t worry, more are yet to
come! Alpha love, Angie
_______________________10/2

TO THE MEN OF SIGMA PI
WORLD SERIES TEAM: You
guys are awesome! Thanks for a
great weekend. See you
Thursday. Love, your coaches,
Niki and Jill
_______________________10/2
KARA HILGENBURG OF AST:
Your mommy is watching you!
Get ready for the function on
Thursday! Tau love, Mom
_______________________10/2

Adoption
WARM, LOVING COUPLE
WANTS TO ADOPT AN INFANT.
Much love, security, happiness to
give. Married 6 years. Beautiful,
comfortable home and nursery.
Legal and Confidential. Call Joan
and Jeff 800-278-0096, access
96.
______________________10/16
WE ARE A YOUNG, PROFESSIONAL couple desperately
seeking the opportunity to love,
adore and nurture your child. We
can offer your child a warm and
loving immediate and extended
family. Please help make our
dreams come true and call
Michael and Julie at 1-800-6441701 access #96
______________________10/25
LOVE LAUGHTER AND MUSIC
describe our old Victorian home
and town. Couple, married 9
years wishes for baby. Full-time
mom. Call 1-800-484-9445.
_______________________10/4

Sublessors
1-2 FEMALES TO SHARE one
room. Spacious apartment,
Orchard Park. 345-5322
_______________________10/8
EFFICIENCY APARTMENT IN
UPTOWN LOCATION. Sublessor
needed for spring and summer of
‘97. $275/month includes heat,
trash, and available parking. Call
348-5528.
_______________________10/2
SUBLESSOR NEEDED XL 2
bedroom apartment with pool
table! Water and trash included.
345-5197
_______________________10/4
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
for the Spring Semester 97
$200/month. Call Michelle at
345-1603.
______________________10/11

For Rent
QUIET 2 BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENT. McArthur
Manor. 345-2231
_______________________12/9

The Daily Eastern News

Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
❏ Cash
❏ Check
❏ Credit
Check number________________

Phone: _________________Student ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

For Sale
FOR SALE: TICKETS FOR TWO
3 nights Ft. Lauderdale, Florida. 3
nights Bahamas, 3 nights
Orlando. $400 OBO. Call and ask
for Heidi 581-5196
_______________________10/4
1994 KAWASAKI NINJA 600R
black/teal/purple ! Many extras!
Excellent shape! 10,2XX mi.,
3600/OBO 752-6722
_______________________10/4
SEIZED CARS from $175.
Porches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW’s, Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
4WD’s. Your area. Toll Free 1800-898-9778 Ext. A-2262 for
current listings
_______________________10/2
1982 HON. NIGHTHAWK 450.
Looks great, runs great. Must see
$850 OBO. Call 581-8071
_______________________10/4
10 GALLON FISH TANK. Heater,
filters, air pumps. $25. 581-8071
_______________________10/4
MUST SELL! 1993 HYUNDAI
EXCEL 44,000 miles, maroonish
color, great condition, drives like
new. 345-6698.
_______________________10/4
1992 KAWASAKI 750 VULCAN
Excellent Condition, Low Miles.
Garage Kept. $4,000 OBO Call
235-2714
_______________________10/4
5 STAR AMERICAN RACING
WHEELS fits 4 bolt pattern $350
OBO 342-5952
______________________10/11

Announcements
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE FROM SPONSORS!!! NO REPAYMENTS,
EVER!!! $$$ CASH FOR COLLEGE $$$ FOR INFO: 1-800243-2435
_______________________12/9
EIU HAS ALWAYS BEEN A
CHAMPION CAMPUS! For the
best selection of CHAMPION
clothing- shop at TOKENS for
sweatshirts, hats, t-shirts, mesh
workout shorts, and EIU athletic
jackets. Wear the look of a
CHAMPION.
______________________10/17
PANTHER’S & CAPONE’S available for private parties and functions. 10-1,000 people with or
without entertainment. 348-0288.
_______________________10/8

campus clips
THE COUNSELING CENTER “Building Better Study Skills” presented
by Debbie Barker tonight at 7 p.m. in the Kansas Room. New and
effective ways to get you on the fast track with study skills.
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL needs M.C.’s for the Stepshow. Auditions
are tonight at 4 p.m. in the Oakland Room-MLK Union. Be there!
CEPSC meeting today at 3 p.m. in the Martinsville Room-Union. All
students and faculty within the CEPS are invited to attend. Bring your
suggestions, questions, comments, and concerns.
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL needs entertainment. Auditions are
tonight at 7 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Room-MLK Union. Be
there!
APO P.R. committee meeting tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the APO office.
THOMAS HALL COUNCIL meeting tonight at 8 p.m. in the party room
in Thomas Hall. Be There!
GRADUATE SCHOOL ADVISORY COUNCIL meeting today at 2 p.m.
in the Greenup Room-MLK Union. All graduate students are welcome.
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH is having service tonight at 7 p.m.
at Immanuel Lutheran Church.
LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP is having bible study tonight at
8 p.m. at Immanuel Lutheran Church.
APO is having an anniversary meeting tonight at 9 p.m. in the APO
office.
WESLEY FOUNDATION informal student-led communion service
tonight at 9:30 p.m. at the Wesley Foundation across from Lawson
Hall. Everyone is invited.
DELTA SIGMA THETA is having Delta Hoopfest 1996 tonight from 911 p.m. at McAfee Gym. Come support your favorite 3 on 3 team.
EIU HEALTH SERVICE Peer Education Information Meeting tonight at
8 p.m. in the Greenup Room-MLK Union. For more information call
Eric at 581-7015. Find out how to become a peer educator.
THE EIU WRITING CENTER Writing Competency Exam workshop
Friday October 4 from 2-4 p.m. in 301 Coleman Hall. Interested students can sign up in the Writing Center (301 Coleman Hall) or call 5815929.
SIGMA IOTA LAMBDA/PRE-LAW SOCIETY meeting tonight at 3
p.m. in 121 Coleman Hall.
SIGMA IOTA LAMBDA Deadline for mocktrial applications is Friday
October 4th by 4 p.m. in room 214-I. For more information call Ray at
581-3534 or Tim at 348-8703.
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY MAJORS Visit by Hospital Representatives
is today at 1:15 p.m. in LSA 130. Program Directors will discuss application into clinical courses.
PRE-MEDICAL STUDENTS Advisement for Spring classes is tonight
from 4-7 p.m. in LSA 130. All non-Freshman Pre-Meds urged to attend
during the session. Important information will be given at 4, 5 & 6 p.m.
GREEK STANDARDS BOARD JUSTICES Meeting tonight at 9 p.m.
in the Casey Room-MLK Union.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER is holding Mass tonight at 9 p.m. in
the Newman Chapel, located at the corner of 9th and Lincoln.
Fellowship will follow.
PHI BETA LAMBDA-FUTURE BUSINESS LEADERS meeting tonight
at 8 p.m. in 105 Lumpkin. Bring money to go out and eat spaghetti.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.
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Students, faculty invited to
two-day Dante conference
By DEANNA BOREN
Staff writer
Students and faculty are invited to
attend a two-day conference Thursday
and Friday titled Dante in the Nineties
about the medieval poet Dante.
The conference was organized by
David Raybin, an English professor, to
offer workshops for teachers in secondary
state schools on teaching Dante to high
school students.
Other programs and events will be open
to the public throughout the two day conference which will be held in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Raybin studied Dante last year through
a grant given by the Illinois Humanities
Council and was able to organize and get
the council to help fund this week’s conference. He will also be leading a workshop at the conference.
“The workshop for state teachers will
show (them) how to teach Dante to high
school students, but we hope to also
involve the university community,”
Raybin said.
“We want to show why Dante and the
way he thinks is interesting to us now, not
just 50-some years ago.”
Two members of Eastern’s faculty, as
well as faculty from Kent State and
Columbia University, will be speaking on
NAKO KOJIMA/Staff photographer Dante.
Dr. Janet Marquardt-Cherry, an associate art professor, will present a slide show
Joe Divelbiss (left), graduate student of Historical administration, takes a banana while and talk about “The Classical and
Christi Hardin (right), sophomore communication disorders major and executive director of Medieval Images of the After World,” at 7
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Allies Union and Kevin Franken (middle), junior environmental biolo- p.m. Thursday in the University Grand
gy major and political director of LGBAU sell baked goods to raise the funds Tuesday after- Ballroom of the Union.
noon in Coleman Hall.
Marquardt-Cherry was also the curator
for the exhibit on women’s images which
is currently being shown at the Tarble
Arts Center and will also be exhibited all
WASHINGTON (AP) – Some 5,000 U.S.
time the Pentagon has given such a long- over the country, Raybin said.
Bailey Young, an associate professor of
Army troops will begin leaving Germany term commitment to the new U.S. force.
history,
European medieval history and
Bacon insisted the new troops will not
“in the next couple days” for a six-month
deployment to Bosnia, where they will pro- become part of the NATO-led peacekeeping archaeology, will speak at 10 a.m. Friday
tect American troops slated to leave the mission that is due to end on Dec. 20, nor on “Dante’s Italy.”
“Young was one of two Americans that
country later this year, a Pentagon would the soldiers evolve into a “follow-on”
just returned from a conference in France
spokesman said Tuesday.
military force.
Troops from the 1st Infantry Division
Bacon said the so-called “covering force” not long ago,” Raybin said.
Loan M. Ferrante, professor of English
should expect to remain in Bosnia until will leave “in the next couple of days.”The
and
comparative literature at Kent State,
March, said spokesman Kenneth Bacon.
mission will last “for a defined period of
will speak at 9 a.m. Friday on “Dante in
Bacon’s announcement marked the first time, which will get it out by March.”
the Nineties.”

Bake sale

U.S. troops to leave Germany

Announcements

Announcements

DAWN SMILEY OF AST: Your
mom can’t wait to see you! Get
excited for Thursday. Love, your
Mom
_______________________10/2
LAURA ELLISON OF AST: Get
excited for Thursday! We’re going
to have a great time. Can’t wait to
see you. Tau love, Mom
_______________________10/2
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TAMMY
ELDER- 31 is not so bad.
Remember your not getting older,
just better
_______________________10/2
HEY DELTS: We had a blast
coaching your AST World Series
team. You guys were awesome
(until we lost control) Love,
Heather and Jill
_______________________10/2
THERESA GAVLIN OF PHI
SIGMA SIGMA: Congrats on
Activation. Your Mom is proud.
Love, Heather
_______________________10/2
CHRISTY GRANT OF AST: Your
Mom is watching you! Can’t wait
to see you Thursday! Tau love,
Mom
_______________________10/2
DAVE OF SIGMA PHI EPSILONCongratulations on being named
Mr. Phi Significant! I know you’ll
make a great sweetheart! Phi Sig
love, Mandy
_______________________10/2
ALPHA PHI- Great job in Derby
Days! We have never been so
proud. Keep your chins up. Alpha
Phi love, Peg & Michele
_______________________10/2

CONGRATULATIONS ASHLEY
MARQUART OF ALPHA PHI on
getting lavaliered to Matt Siegal
of Phi Kappa Theta at Purdue.
Love, your sisters
_______________________10/2

“

We want to show why Dante
and the way he thinks is interesting
to us now, not just 50-some years
ago.”
–David Raybin
English professor
Ferrante is the head of the National
Dante Society and author of many Dante
and medieval books, such as the “Political
Vision of the Divine Comedy.”
“She is a wonderful speaker, a nice
human being and you could say she’s a
world renowned scholar,” Raybin said.
“Her books in the 70s were the first to
include women ... she’s the founder of
women in medieval literature,” he said.
John Beall, chairman of the department
of English at the Collegiate School in
New York, will present “Dante’s Art of
Questions and the Contemporary
Student,” at 11 a.m. on Friday.
Susanna Greer Fein, associate English
professor at Kent State, will moderate a
panel discussion, “Teaching the Classics,”
at 2:15 p.m. on Friday.
Friday’s events will all be in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room in the Union.
Raybin said everyone is welcome to
attend the conference.
“Anyone who comes will have a good
time,” he said.
“Dante is the greatest writer out of
Italy, probably even out of the Middle
Ages,” Raybin said. “His works are taught
many times at Eastern and the majority of
students like him once they get involved
with his works – he’s overwhelming.”
Anyone can attend the teacher workshops if they would like, Raybin said.
There is a fee of $32 to cover breakfast,
lunch, refreshments and a paperback version of “Portable Dante.” Dinner is also
available on Thursday for an additional
$10.
Dante in the Nineties is funded by the
Illinois Humanities Council, National
Endowment for Humanities, Eastern
Illinois University Office of Faculty
Development, the Honors program and
the English Department.
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS

Cards, Rangers, Orioles win first games
Cardinals 3, Padres 1

Orioles 10, Indians 4

Nine years after haunting the St.
Louis Cardinals in the postseason,
Gary Gaetti helped them to an
October win.
Gaetti hit a three-run home run
in the first inning and Todd
Stottlemyre pitched a solid 6 2-3
innings Tuesday as the Cardinals
opened the NL playoffs with a 3-1
win over the San Diego Padres.
Gaetti, who grew up in nearby
Centralia, Ill. signed as a free agent
in the off-season hoping to get back
to the playoffs as a Cardinal. And
like in 1987, when he homered in
his first two playoff at-bats for
Minnesota, which went on to beat
the Cardinals in the World Series,
Gaetti made the most of his first
NL playoff plate appearance.
After Joey Hamilton hit Ron
Gant with two outs, Brian Jordan
singled. Gaetti, who hit 23 homers
in the regular season, followed by
hitting a 1-1 fastball over the center-field wall, sending a charge into
the Busch Stadium crowd of
54,193.

After the umpires showed up
late, the Baltimore Orioles struck
early and never let up.
Brady Anderson opened
Baltimore’s first playoff appearance
in 13 years with a leadoff homer,
B.J. Surhoff homered twice and
Bobby Bonilla added a grand slam
as the Orioles beat the Cleveland
Indians 10-4 Tuesday in the opener
of their first-round AL playoff
series.
The Orioles, who set a majorleague record with 257 home runs
during the regular season, built a 41 lead in the opening three innings
against the defending AL champions.
After Cleveland got within a
run, Bonilla capped a five-run sixth
with his first playoff homer in 14
games.
Manny Ramirez homered for the
Indians, who led the majors with 99
wins this season – including seven
in 12 games against Baltimore, the
wild-card team.

TANDEM
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Divisional Series (best of 5)

St. Louis 3, San Diego 1
San Diego @ St. Louis (Thurs.)
St. Louis @ San Diego (Sat.)
St. Louis @ San Diego (Sun.)*
St. Louis @ San Diego (Mon.)*

Baltimore 10, Cleveland 4
Cleveland @ Baltimore (Wed.)
Baltimore @ Cleveland (Fri.)
Baltimore @ Cleveland (Sat.)*
Baltimore @ Cleveland (Sun.)*

Atlanta @ L.A. (Wed.)
Atlanta @ L.A. (Thurs.)
L.A. @ Atlanta (Sat.)
L.A. @ Atlanta (Sun.)*
L.A. @ Atlanta (Mon.)*

Texas 6, New York 2
Texas @ New York (Wed.)
New York @ Texas (Fri.)
New York @ Texas (Sat.)*
New York @ Texas (Sun.)*

* if necessary

Rangers 6, Yankees 2
Juan Gonzalez, Dean Palmer
and the Texas Rangers quickly
made up for lost time.
Gonzalez hit a three-run
homer and Palmer hit a two-run
shot in the fourth inning against

There is definitely a big difference from last
year.”
However, with the winning and the national
ranking comes the image of being a target for
other teams.
Nevertheless, Lynch is quick to mention that
the team’s status can work both ways.
“The rankings can work both ways for us,”
Lynch said. “The disadvantage is that teams have
nothing to lose when they play us and so they
want to knock us off. We just have to be able to
stay focused.”
Lynch adds that this year’s team has the attitude that they cannot be beat by another team.
Like the rest of the team, though, the two tailbacks agree that they can go the distance this season.
“We expect to go all the way, 11-0,” Bawa said.
“We want to win the championship and an undefeated season is a strong possibility.

• Large Dining Area
• Poor Boy Sandwiches
• Salads, Beer & Wine
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American League
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game three and nine kills in
game four while St. Louis had
11 kills in game three and 14
kills in game four.
Eastern was beat in kills 6755, hitting percentage .256.145, assists 58-42, assisted
blocks 24-10 and total team
blocks 13-8.
“The new regional rankings
just came out and St. Louis was
picked seventh in the region,”
Ralston said. “If we would
have beaten them it would have
made us look a lot better.”
The Panthers continue their
road trip this weekend as they
travel to Kentucky to take on
Morehead State University on
Friday and Eastern Kentucky
University on Saturday.

* if necessary

David Cone as Texas, playing
the first postseason game in its
25-year history, beat the New
York Yankees 6-2 Tuesday night
in an AL playoff opener.
The AL West champion
Rangers will try to take a 2-0

LOYOLA

Don’t miss our
$1.99
Spaghetti Special
Every W ednesday!

$$ 00 00

National League

from page 12

10 passes for 125 yards this season coming out of
the backfield, said instinct is the key to improving
his running attack.
“I need to run the ball more on instinct instead
of worrying about always following the blocks,”
Lynch said. “I don’t always try to do what I can
do and I know I can make a lot of things happen
this season.”
What may come as a surprise though is how
much of a factor the running game still is even
with the loss of former Eastern standout Willie
High and the more prevalent passing game the
Panthers possess.
However, Bawa has not been dealt too much of
a surprise because of the early success of the
offense.
“To me, the team kind of saw it coming during
spring practice,” Bawa said. “We have a good
passing game, good receivers and a good running
corps. so the offense has a real balanced attack.

N
O

Baseball playoff roundup

SPIKERS from page 12

lead in the best-of-5 series against
the AL East champions on
Wednesday night.
Ken Hill will start for Texas
and Andy Pettitte, who led the
league with 21 wins, will pitch for
New York.

from page 12

“We’re looking forward to it,” senior Brian Holcombe said. “Tomorrow
were going to go out and play like we did this weekend. “Last weekend we
played our best game of the season. Tomorrow is a game we have to win.”
O’Connell admitted that the team has not really done much in the way
of scouting the Panthers. While he said he really wasn’t familiar with
Eastern, he also said his team is working on its own game.
“I think one of the important things in college soccer is concentrating on
what your needs are,” O’Connell said.
McClements said Eastern is also working on its game.
“We need to concentrate on playing well,” McClements said. “We need
to go out there and play our game.”
McClements once again stressed the need for consistency and communication, both on offense and defense. He thinks that the team has come
along way in these areas. The team now needs to avoid the let downs that
have plagued them in the past.
The two teams have had some common opponents this season. Both
have played Northern Illinois and Northeastern Illinois. The Ramblers fell
6-1 in the Northern Illinois game while the Panthers were blanked by the
Huskies 4-0. Against the Golden Eagles of Northeastern, the Panthers
managed to pull out a 2-1 overtime win. Loyola, in its game against
Northeastern, shelled the Golden Eagles, 7-0.
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Footbal I Panthers face second bye
Another bye week approaches
for the Panthers. For the second
time in three weeks, Eastern will sit
at home while other teams play
!heir games.
Last week. the Panthers ran all
over Tennessee-Martin 38-0 following their first bye.
Head coach Bob Spoo said the
1earn's practices during the first bye
week were lacking in intensity.
There was no game to focus on, so
the team lost focus during the
week.
But this week presents a new situation.
Eastern has two important home
games fo llowing the off week.
Long-time rival Western Illinois (40) comes to Charleston for Family
Weekend on OcL 12, and Murray
State (3-1) tries to spoil
Homecoming Oct. 19.
Offensive coordinator Roy
Wilke said the importance of the
games is keeping the Panthers on
track.
"The ranking and success we've
had in the last four weeks have
helped the kids to keep their focus
in the right direction." he said .

·Tuey understand what's ahead of
!hem.''
The Western game is big every
year. Last season. the Panthers won
a close game 20-17 at O'Brien
Stadium. But will the Panthers face
the same type of game this year?
"No doubt about it," Wilke said.
'They have an outstanding football
team. They have a chance to come
in 5-0 and in the top 20.
"As long as I've been here. the
Eastern-Western games have
always been physical games.
They've always had a great
defense."
Jlle "Win broke the Leathernecks"

four-game winranks six team offensive categories
ning streak aeach week - and Eastern is first in
gainst the Panfive of them.
The Panthers lead the league in
thers. In fact.
Western leads
total offense. scoring offense. rushing offense, passing offense and
the overall series 37-21-4.
Football
kickoff returns.
notebook
The only area Eastern falls off in
The Leatheris the net punt average category.
necks are ranked 22nd in the Sports Network 1- The Panthers are eighth wHh a
AA poll this week, and they play 31.9-yard average.
Indiana State Saturday.
Campin' in the end zone:
Murray State on the other hand,
Speaking of the top scori ng
offense, the OVC individual scorcould become the new rival.
As last years' OVC champions, ing rankings is filled with Panthers.
Murray is the team to beat this sea- Receiver Tom Hess. running back
son.
Justin Lynch, tight end Bob
The Panthers' do not have the Rosenstiel and runnin g back
long history of games with Murray, Ibrahim Bawa are all tied for secbut they have faced off in crucial ond in the conference with six
games.
poi nts per game. Kicker Chad
Eastern played the Racers in the Lamer is third with five points per
first round of the I-AA playoffs in game.
1986 and came out with a 28-20
The other side: And don't forwin. The win marked the second of get the 11 players on the other side
three times the Panthers have of the ball. Eastern 's defense is first
advanced to the second round at the in total defense. scoring defense
and rushing defense.
I-AA level.
Eastern is also tops in the league
Murray is the I 0th ranked team
in this week"s poll. They play in fumble recoveries and overall
Austin Peay and Tennessee-Martin turnover margins.
before coming to Eastern.
Talented t wosome: Lynch and
And with Western and Murray Bawa rank fourth and fifth respecplaying comparable styles of tively in rushing. Lynch is averagdefense. it could be an advantage to ing 80.3 yards in four games. and
Eastern.
Bawa averages 68 yards in his
"We don't want to look too far three games.
ahead, but there are some similariLynch said the two backs simply
work well together and know their
ties between the two,'" Wicke said.
Fifth of a ve: In the 1-AA poll roles.
this week there are five teams with
..We always have to work hard
4-0 records. Of those five, Western because we· re expected to block
is the team ranked JowesL
for each other," Lynch said. "If
The other 4-0 teams include No. someone else is carrying the ball.
l Marshall, No. 6 Jackson State, we know it's their tum.'"
No.8 Eastern and No. 19 Northwest
Louisiana.
- compiled by Josh Harbeck
Topping the charts: ;J'he O'lC

.
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worse.
They only had two legi timate starters. Jamie
Navarro and Steve Traschel. Add the fact that they had
no closer. even though Turk Wendell handled the job
as best he could. and it does not make for a successful
pitcttlng staff.
Frank Castillo has never been a great pitcher, but has
always been just good enough to hang around in the
majors. A new pitching coach will not tum around his

career. I'm not even so sure that a new arm would tum
it around.
Kevin Foster has the most potential out of any
young pitcher the Cubs have had since Greg Maddux,
and after spending some time in the minors, showed
signed of coming around.
All in all. Jenkins did the best with what he had.
No one should be faulted for that. but then again,
that's what the Cubs do best - shift the blame.

Mondays and Wednesdays
are
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Alternative Ni2ht
Featuring DJ Andy Mlles

50¢ Leinenkugals
$2 oo Jager Shots
This Week's
Specials at

Jeny s Pizza
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Corner of 4th and Lincoln
DELIVERY

11:00 am to 1:30 am
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$1.00 OFF
We accept Visa, Mastercard, and Discover
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Large 1 Topping
Pizza

Auburn Ale

NO COVER

lOoz. Drafts
lg. $3.10

509 Van Buren
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Pizza
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Tonight
•••
"Can I Speak For You Brother?" •••
One Man Black History Play

•••
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•••

Phillip E. Walker, Artistic Director/African
American Drama Coach
8:00 p.m., Grand Ballroom,
MKL University Union
$1 With Student ·10, $3 Gerneral Admission.
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For only $250 you keep the
Honey Weiss pint glass- $1 00 refills

-except KilliansFrozen Mixers sm. $2.10

Soup & Sandwich $2.95
Veggie or Chicken
Quesidilla $4.50
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This month 's special beer:

· BEST OF T HE SO'S·

LUNCH SPECIALS

:
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$ 100 PINTS of Leinenkugel 's Craft Beer
75 ¢
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We love ¥ou
/1lom & 'l)ad

Extreme Measures(R) 4:30,7:15
9 50 Sat Sun mats 1.15
Bulletproof(R) 5.45,8.00. io-:io •
Sat Sun mats 2:45
Emma(PG) 4:00,7:00,9:40
Sat Sun mats 1. 00
First Kid(PG) 4·30,7:00,9:20
Sat Sun mats 1:45
She's The One(R) 5:30.7.45,
10:00 Sat Sun mats 2·15
Last Man Standing(R) 5:15,8:00
10.10 Sat Sun mats 2:30
Spitfire Grill(PG13) 4:45,7:30,
9:55 Sat Sun mats 2:00
First Wives Club(PG) 4·15,6·45,
9·15 Sat Sun mats 1·30
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Spikers drop four-game match
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer

Chad Merda
Staff writer

Jenkins firing fits
in with Cubs’
disappointing year
The 1996 Cubs’ season has
finally, and mercifully, come to
an end as they lost 14 of their
last 16 games.
As I sat in the right-center
field bleachers at their final
game on Sunday, the ivy on the
wall was turning colors and
beginning to die, just as any
hope the Cubs had of making the
playoffs had died in their series
with St. Louis two weeks before.
It almost seems as if the end
of a Cubs season is not complete
unless they fire one of their
coaches, or the manager.
On Monday, they made the
end of the season official, in a
way, by firing Hall of Fame
pitching coach Fergie Jenkins.
Jenkins was in his second year
and was the only coach not
rehired.
“Unfortunately, you can’t win
with two starters,” Jenkins said.
The unfortunate part is that
the Cubs can’t seem to win at
all. Even if they signed the entire
National League All-Star team,
they probably would still struggle to eclipse the .500 mark.
I have finally faced reality,
and it is time for all the other
fans to realize it too.
Manager Jim Riggleman said
the poor pitching staff this year
was not Jenkins fault, but “we
felt we needed a change.”
That is probably what is
wrong with the Cubs organization. They always seem to be in
need of a change. Stability is
something they don’t have.
In 1993 Jim Lefebvre had his
club finish over .500 for the first
time since 1989, but he still got
the ax. At times they give people
the impression they don’t really
want to win, and are happy with
their title of “Lovable losers.”
By firing Jenkins, it was their
way of putting a band-aid on
something that is so bad it really
calls for emergency surgery.
It is kind of like when you cut
yourself really bad but you are
to lazy to go to the hospital, so
you slap a band-aid on the cut
and insist everything will be all
right.
Well, as time goes on the
band-aid falls off because it is
soaked with blood, the cut gets
infected, puss starts oozing all
over the place and the whole situation just gets worse because
you were too lazy to take care of
the problem correctly.
Get the picture? I hope so.
That is what is going to happen with the Cubs. By not fixing
the root of the problem, the
pitching staff will only get
worse.
They only had two legitimate
See MERDA page 11

Last year against St. Louis, the
Eastern volleyball team won the
first game, but lost the next three
games.
On Tuesday night in St. Louis,
the volleyball team experienced a
repeat of last year’s results.
Despite winning the first game,
the Eastern volleyball team had
their five-game winning streak
come to a screeching halt losing to
St. Louis University 13-15, 17-15,
15-7 and 15-3.
“The second game was the turning point,” head coach Betty
Ralston said. “We were down and
Jen Damon came in to serve the
next six points to tie the match at
14. After a few side-outs, St. Louis
took the game.”
Eastern (4-1, 8-9) was led by
senior outside hitter Vanessa Wells
who had 15 kills and 19 digs.

JASON JONES/Staff photographer
Eastern’s Vanessa Wells goes for the kill against Chicago State Saturday. The
Panthers dropped a non-conference match to St. Louis Tuesday.
The Panthers were also helped
out by freshman outside hitter
Meleah Cutler who had eight kills,
a .273 hitting percentage and 10
digs.

Junior setter Kara Harper added
33 assists and 14 digs. Another star
for the squad was junior Lorri
Sommer, who was second on the
team in kills with 11. She also had

one of Eastern’s three solo blocks,
two block assists and seven digs.
Sophomore outside hitter Missy
Hollenkamp saw a lot of playing
time in the games and came
through with eight kills, 12 digs and
one block assist.
St. Louis (12-8) was led by
Preseason All-Conference USA
selection middle hitter Julie Tretten
who had 22 kills, a .486 hitting percentage, one solo block and seven
block assists.
In game one, Eastern had a hitting percentage of .354. But in
game two they had a percentage of
.061, a .036 average in game three
and a .103 in game four.
However the Billikens had a .300
hitting average in game one, a .155
average in game two, a .171 in
game three and a .522 percentage of
game four.
Another difference in the game
was that Eastern had eight kills in
See SPIKERS page 10

Tailback tandem adjusting to roles with team
By BRIAN LESTER
Sports editor
It is the second day of the
football team’s bye week and
the backfield tandem of Ibrahim
Bawa and Justin Lynch have just
finished up another day of practice.
All season long these two
Panther tailbacks have played
major roles in Eastern’s running
attack, and their efforts have
paid off since Lynch and Bawa
are fourth and fifth respectively
in rushing in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
On 82 attempts this
season, Lynch has
rushed for 321 yards
and has hit paydirt
WEEKLY
four times this season.
As for Bawa, he
has rushed for 204
yards on 53 attempts while getting into the end zone three
times.
And with the way the season
has gone during the first four
games of the season for the
eighth-ranked Panthers’ backfield duo, both Lynch and Bawa
are pleased with where they are
at this point in the season.
“It is going pretty good,”
Bawa, who carried the ball for
15 yards for 51 yards in the 38-0
victory over Tennessee-Martin
on Saturday, said about how the
running game has come along
this year.
“We are off to a pretty good
start and we are always ready to
play.”
Lynch, who rushed for 45

yards on seven carries in
Saturday’s game against the
Skyhawks, agrees with his backfield teammate adding it is
always easier playing in games
than practicing.
“We always come into practice prepared to work Monday
through Friday and (Brian)
Jenkins (Eastern’s running backs
coach) stays on us all week until
game time,” Lynch said. “For
me, I am always more relaxed
during games.”
Like with any other athlete,
though, both players agree that
they can take their
games to another
level.
What it all
comes down to is fundamentals.
“We have to just
keep on working on
our basic fundamentals,” Bawa said. “We have to
work on things like reading
blocks and making sure we are
running north and south. It all
comes down to the basics.”
Besides the general improvements, Bawa and Lynch do not
hesitate to mention that they
each have personal goals for
themselves, particularly in
increasing their ability to make
big plays out of the backfield.
For Bawa, it means becoming
a more powerful runner in game
situations.
“I just need to run with more
authority and make things happen,” Bawa said. “I have to be
able to run the ball hard every
time I get it.”
See TANDEM page 10

CloseUp

SARAH WONG/Associate sports editor
Running backs Ibrahim Bawa (left) and Justin Lynch have spilt time
this season at the position. Both have made an impact for the Panthers.

Men’s soccer team plays on the road against Loyola
By ANDREW GRANGER
Staff writer
Eastern travels to the Windy City to play
Loyola-Chicago on Wednesday. The Panthers
will take on the Ramblers at 7 p.m.
The teams will also meet in an Eastern home
game on Oct. 13.
Both the Panthers and the Ramblers are coming off of losses. The Panthers are 4-4, after a
pair of losses to Northern Illinois and Bowling

Green. The Ramblers are also 4-4. They are on
an up trend, however, having won three of their
last four.
Loyola head coach Ray O’Connell described
his team’s season by saying, “It’s been a little
up and down.”
Head coach Tim McClements feels that
Loyola is a good match up for the Panthers.
One player the Panthers will have to watch for
is forward Pat Prudhon. Prudhon is in the middle
of a scoring explosion. He burst onto the scene in

game five for the Ramblers by tallying five
goals. Since then he has added two goals and
two assists in three games.
“He’s someone we’ve got to keep an eye on,”
McClements said.
The team is confident about Wednesday’s
game. The common feeling is that the team
played well in the last game, and have finally
come together.
See LOYOLA page 10

